
Reimagine the
future of Smarter 
education with AI
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has the potential to address 
some of the biggest challenges in education today1 

through the innovation of teaching and learning practices.

To address these challenges, Lenovo is democratizing AI 
learning through its Smarter teaching and learning tool Lenovo 
Education Visual AI (LEVA), using innovative devices such as the 
ThinkPad X1 Carbon Gen 10 running on 12th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 
processors and Windows 11 Pro; giving students and educators an 
easy Start to the day.

Employing AI for Smarter Education
Learn more at Lenovo Brain

Get an easy Start to the dayPowered by Intel® Core™ i7 processor

ThinkPad X1 Carbon Gen 10

However, common misconceptions stand in the way of 
greater adoption of AI for education. Many think that it 
would require:

Advanced mathematics and coding knowledge

Additional set of devices or displays  

Computers with high-performance GPU 

https://developer.brain.lenovo.com/#/en-us/Solutions/WisdomEducation?typeIndex=1


AI has the power to enhance learning outcomes and bring about benefits to 
students and teachers alike.

Designed to support full cycle AI solution construction and development, 
across cloud, edge and client devices, LEVA aims to:

Making AI accessible to all with LEVA 
Lenovo’s comprehensive suite of learning solutions, powered by Intel® 
and Microsoft, drive next level educational transformation by helping 
teachers and students adopt novel ways of teaching and learning.

Prepare students for life beyond school

Discover how our AI technology platform, Lenovo Brain, 
can help accelerate the progress towards quality education 
in the Smarter future. 
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1 https://en.unesco.org/artificial-intelligence/education

Make AI learning novel through Action Learning
Easy adoption of AI in real-world use cases and classroom interactions

Cultivate AI mindset through Computational Thinking
Focus on process and workflow like the Turing Machine, instead of 
coding

Foster AI adoption with Low-code Programming
Drag-n-drop tool lowers the barrier to AI, allowing users who are not 
tech- and programming-trained to pick it up easily

Democratize AI through Lenovo’s best-in-class devices 
Students and educators can use LEVA on Lenovo’s Smarter devices such 
as the ThinkPad X1 Carbon Gen 10, running on 12th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 
processors and Windows 11 Pro
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EXPLORE LENOVO BRAIN

DISCOVER LENOVO EDVISION
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